J. LO’S

DIVA
DEMANDS
“You’ve
gotta do
things that
make you
happy,”
Jennifer’s
said.

J
Jennifer
f Lopez’s
’ love may not cost
a thing, but her manicure sure does.
Rather than drop by a local nail salon
when she’s away from home, the
50-year-old singer spends $1,500
flying her manicurist across the
country! “It’s for just a few hours,” a
source tells Life & Style. “But he’s the
only person she trusts.” The
expensive beauty treatments
don’t stop there during J. Lo’s
travels, though. While on tour,
“she spends $5K a day on a
makeup artist, another $5K
for her hairstylist and another
$5K goes to a trainer,” the
source continues. “Plus, there’s a
full-time massage therapist!”

Demi

UNEDITED

checking in...

VIP STYLE!
When stars go out — they go all-out!
Keke Palmer was
honored during The
Creative Coalition’s
Spotlight Initiative Gala
Dinner, presented by
Nordstrom Supper
Suite, at MARBL
Restaurant in Toronto.
Property Brothers Jonathan and
Drew Scott hosted the IT House x
Producers Ball Gala at The Purman in
Toronto.
Tracee Ellis Ross
toasted to the launch of
her new hair care line for
curly locks, Pattern, with
Casamigos Tequila in LA.
Country music singer Lucas
Hoge performed at the grand opening
celebration of the Nearest Green
Distillery in Shelbyville, Tenn.
Sara Sampaio celebrated
the launch of Victoria’s Secret’s new
Bombshell Intense fragrance at The
Times Square EDITION in NYC.

“I’m not stoked on my
appearance,” Demi
said of the unfiltered
snap, “but I am
appreciative of it,
and sometimes that’s
the best I can do.”

While Demi Lovato is all about body positivity, even she admits to altering
her Instagram pics. But the “Sorry Not Sorry” singer, 27, conquered her
“biggest fear” on Sept. 4, sharing an unedited photo of herself in a bikini
with her 75M followers. “I want this new chapter in my life to be about being
authentic to who I am rather than trying to meet someone else’s standards,”
wrote Demi. “So here’s me, unashamed, unafraid and proud to own a body
that has fought through so much.” Following a near-fatal overdose in 2018,
the former Disney star, who’s long struggled with addiction and eating
disorders, “is a work in progress,” admits a pal. “She still wants to empower
others who feel the pressure to look perfect, though.”

Watch What Happens
Live host Andy Cohen
spilled the tea with Lipton
during a video shoot in NYC.
Lala Kent caught up with
Christina Milian at Tower Cancer
Research Foundation’s Cancer Free
Generation Celebrity Poker Tournament
at the Sofitel Los Angeles.
Robert Pattinson and
Willem Dafoe attended the
“Cocktails & Canapes” reception
hosted by Variety and AT&T at
Le Germain Hotel in Toronto.
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